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WE ARE THE ROTARY
GLOBAL HUB
Our members are direct members of Rotary,
an innovation to stay relevant in the modern
world. We are a new model intended to
complement and work alongside existing clubs.
The Hub connects like-minded people who
share a passion for specific causes, locally,
nationally and internationally. Like all other
club models we commit to the values and
ethics of Rotary and want to share friendships
to make a positive impact in the world.
The Hub is new, it is evolving, we are creating it as we
go. How it works is up to our members. Our structure is
informal and fluid with like minded people sharing their
passions with each other within and outside the hub to
unite action.

"The Hub connects like-minded people who
share a passion for specific causes, locally,
nationally and internationally."
secretary@rotaryglobalhub.org
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MAKE A CONNECTION
We are making the most of all the latest
technologies to facilitate people in connecting
and collaborating and our service will either
be done by these informal clusters or in
collaboration with other clubs which may be
local to where we live or chartered in another
country! It is all about doing good in the world,
without the other aspects of traditional club
models.
We are working hard with others to make the initial
experience breathtaking; utilising all the resources of
Rotary, its Fellowships and Action Groups. Our ambition
is to give our members an on-boarding experience that
introduces them to a variety of Rotary experiences
offered globally and signpost them to resources and
expertise to live out their passion wherever they
choose. Put simply, we embrace: Join Leaders,
Exchange Ideas, Take Action.

"We are making the most of all the latest
technologies to facilitate people in connecting
and collaborating."
secretary@rotaryglobalhub.org
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WORKING SIDE-BY-SIDE
Far from being a threat to the traditional
club model we will serve as a recruitment
initiative for the family of Rotary. We are also
experiencing the need to offer a retention
opportunity for those Rotarians whose clubs
are closing or similar reasons.
During our 115 years of history the world of
volunteering has evolved and so must Rotary.
We welcome members for short periods of transition,
episodic opportunities to serve or for the long term.
If one of our members finds a home elsewhere in
Rotary, or a number of members decided to charter
their own club we celebrate with them.
This passport to the world costs just £10 a month and
we are putting £25 a year into the district of residence
(or nominated district for those who reside outside the
UK). We are also working to have membership numbers
and Foundation giving credited in the same way. This
way everybody wins and the future of Rotary will
be brighter.

£10

This passport to the world
costs just £10 a month.

secretary@rotaryglobalhub.org

"During our 115 years of history the world of
volunteering has evolved and so must Rotary."

CONTACT US
If you would like to know more or
observe us in action please contact:

secretary@rotaryglobalhub.org
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